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Abstract

A continuously-sized circuit resulting from transistor sizing consists of gates with large variety of sizes. In this paper, we first provide a formal formulation of performance-constrained different cell count minimization problem, and then propose an effective hill-climbing heuristic which iteratively minimizes the number of cells under performance constraints such as area, delay and power. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to address the different cell count minimization problem.

1 Introduction

Design optimization at the transistor-level has been successfully used to achieve significant performance benefits above and beyond gate-level design optimization. In particular, continuous transistor sizing is known to have a significant impact on circuit performance and hence has been extensively studied. Although early work does not guarantee the optimality [1], Sapatnekar et al. first provided an exact sizing method based on an interior-point algorithm [2]. More recently, Chen et al. showed an elegant formulation of the sizing problem [3] which can be optimally and efficiently solved by Lagrangian relaxation method.

A continuously-sized circuit resulting from transistor sizing consists of gates with large variety of sizes. Figure 1 shows a cell size distribution of 2-input NOR gates after delay-optimal sizing in an ISCAS 85 benchmark circuit C499 implemented in an industrial 90nm technology. In the figure, a circle indicates the number of instances of the cell is 1, a triangle indicates between 2 and 10, and a square indicates more than 10. In the standard cell based design flow where every gate is implemented by a cell, a large number of cells need to be prepared to implement a whole circuit. This drawback renders any continuous sizing solution in the standard cell based design flow to be impractical. This paper addresses a performance-constrained cell count minimization problem. Unlike the gate selection problem [4, 5] whose objective is to build a general-purpose cell library, the proposed method minimizes the number of cells of a circuit under performance constraints such as area, delay and power.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Posynomial Cell Model

Our cell model is the posynomial cell model [1] which is most-commonly used by convex optimization based transistor sizing. Each cell is a parameterized cell where the sizes of the transistors in the cell are specified by a set of parameters \( (p_1, \ldots, p_m) \), e.g. beta ratio and taper factor. Each parameter \( p_i \) has its lower bound \( p_i^L \) and upper bound \( p_i^U \). In particular, the model used in our experiments consists of 2 parameters: P-type transistor width \( w \) and beta ratio \( \beta \) which is the ratio of N-type transistor width to P-type transistor width. Note that other parameters such as taper factor can be incorporated to increase the degree of freedom and/or to improve the accuracy. A cell is characterized with respect to the following characteristics: timing, power, area and input capacitances. A timing of a cell can be defined as a delay \( d \) or slew \( s \) of an arc of the cell for a given input slew \( s_i \) and an output load \( C_L \). Likewise, a cell power is typically modeled in the same way. Also, an area \( A \) and an input capacitance \( C_i \) of a cell are given as the functions of the parameters.

A posynomial [6] is a function \( g \) of a positive vector variable \( t \in \mathbb{R}^m \) having the form: \( g(t) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} b_i t_1^{a_{1i}} t_2^{a_{2i}} \cdots t_m^{a_{mi}} \) where the exponents \( a_{ij} \) are arbitrary real numbers and the coefficients \( b_i \) are positive. For a convex function, any local minimum is also a global minimum. The characteristics of a cell are modeled by posynomials. A posynomial for a cell characteristic can be obtained by fitting a number of data points which are obtained by a circuit simulation.
Figure 2. An example circuit model for continuous transistor sizing

2.2 Optimal Continuous Transistor Sizing

This section overviews an optimal continuous transistor sizing algorithm [3] which we use in the proposed method. Figure 2 shows an example circuit model for continuous transistor sizing. For ease of explanation, the following formulation does not take account of slews and load capacitances, nor does it distinguish rise and fall delays.

A gate $g_i = (c_i, p_{i1}, \ldots, p_{im})$ is an instance of a cell $c_i \in \{c_1, c_2, \ldots\}$ with an associated set of parameters $(p_{i1}, \ldots, p_{im})$. Note that a cell $c_i$ represents functional characteristics, i.e., transistor-level topologies and logic functions, which are independent of the cell parameters. A circuit consists of a set of gates $G = \{g_1, \ldots, g_n\}$ and a set of wires $W = \{w_1, \ldots, w_o\}$. Each wire $w_i$ has its associated arrival time $AT_i$ and each input-to-output arc in a gate has its associated delay $d$. Then, area minimization problem under delay constraints can be formulated as follows:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad A(p) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} A_i(p) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad p_{ij}^{L} \leq p_{ij} \leq p_{ij}^{U} \quad (i = 1, \ldots, n, j = 1, \ldots, m) \\
& \quad AT_i \leq AT_{\text{max}} \quad (i = 1, \ldots, o) \\
& \quad AT_i + d_i(p) \leq AT_j, \quad AT_j + d_j(p) \leq AT_i \\
& \quad AT_i + d_i(p) \leq AT_j, \quad AT_j + d_j(p) \leq AT_i \\
& \quad AT_i + d_i(p) \leq AT_j, \quad AT_j + d_j(p) \leq AT_i \\
& \quad AT_i + d_i(p) \leq AT_j, \quad AT_j + d_j(p) \leq AT_i
\end{align*}$$

where $p = (p_{i1}, p_{i2}, \ldots, p_{im})$ is the set of all parameters, $A_i(p)$ is the area of $g_i$ and $AT_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum arrival time at any output. Similarly, delay minimization problem under an area constraint can be formulated as follows (throughout the remainder of this paper, constraints for parameters and arrival times at internal wires are omitted for ease of explanation):

$$\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad AT_{\text{worst}} \\
\text{subject to} & \quad A(p) \leq A_{\text{max}}, \quad AT_i \leq AT_{\text{worst}} \quad (i = 1, \ldots, o)
\end{align*}$$

where $A_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum area. Since the convexity is preserved under sums and maxima, a local optimum of these problems is the global optimum. Therefore, any non-linear solver which finds a local minimum can find the global optimum solution.

3 Different Cell Count Minimization

3.1 Problem Formulation

Informally speaking, the objective of the problem addressed in this paper is to minimize the number of cells required to implement a circuit under performance constraints such as area, delay and power. Note that only the cell parameters are subject to this optimization problem, i.e., neither the topology of a circuit nor any cell logic type is changed.

Two gates $g_i = (c_i, p_{i1}, \ldots, p_{im})$ and $g_j = (c_j, p_{j1}, \ldots, p_{jm})$ are said to be equivalent if and only if $c_i = c_j$ and $p_{ik} = p_{jk}$ for all $k$, and are denoted by $g_i \sim g_j$. A gate group $\Gamma$ is defined as an equivalence class on the set of gates $G$, i.e., $g_i, g_j \in \Gamma \iff g_i \sim g_j$. A different cell count $N(p)$ is defined as $|G/\sim|$, the size of the quotient set of $G$ (the number of all equivalence classes on $G$). Two gate groups $\Gamma_i = (c_{i1}, p_{i1}, \ldots, p_{im})$ and $\Gamma_j = (c_{j1}, p_{j1}, \ldots, p_{jm})$ are said to be compatible if and only if $c_{i1} = c_{j1}$. $N(p)$ can also be viewed as the number of cells which are required to implement the circuit. Using these definitions, the problem addressed in this paper is formulated as follows:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad N(p) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad A(p) \leq A_{\text{max}}, \quad AT_i \leq AT_{\text{max}} \quad (i = 1, \ldots, o)
\end{align*}$$

Other performance constraints such as maximum power can be incorporated in a straightforward manner. Obviously, $N(p)$ is a non-smooth and non-convex function. Since the conventional nonlinear programming techniques do not solve this problem properly, we propose an effective heuristic to solve this problem.

3.2 Hill-Climbing Heuristic

The proposed heuristic is based on hill-climbing method [7]. Starting from an optimally-sized circuit which satisfies the constraints, it reduces $N(p)$ by one at a time while satisfying the constraints, and it is repeated until no further change can be made. The basic idea of reducing $N(p)$ by one is (a) finding two compatible gate groups $\Gamma_i$ and $\Gamma_j$, (b) merging them into a gate group $\Gamma_k$, and (c) finding the optimal set of parameters of $\Gamma_k$, as shown in Figure 3. Step (c) is the key to a successful different cell count minimization. A simple approach consists only of steps (a) and (b) does not work for the following reason. Each gate group has the freedom of its movement according to the performance constraints. Merging gate groups decreases the freedom because the freedom of the merged gate group is the intersection of the freedoms of the original gate groups. Step (c) increases the freedom by enabling the move of the other gate groups, and hence more gate groups can be merged. In addition, step (c) is formulated as a general transistor sizing problem, so any existing transistor sizing methods and cell models can be used.
The proposed method uses the notions of slack and distance. Merging them has the least impact on the circuit performance. Therefore, two gate groups need to be chosen such that merging them reduces the degrees of freedom of sizing and hence the resulting performance can also degrade. Therefore, two gate groups need to be chosen such that merging them has the least impact on the circuit performance. 

The slack of a gate group is used as an estimate of its freedom. A gate group without slack cannot move since changing its parameters may violate the performance constraints. The distance between two compatible gate groups $\Gamma_i = (c_{\Gamma_i}, p_{j_1}, \ldots, p_{j_m})$ and $\Gamma_j = (c_{\Gamma_j}, p_{j_1}, \ldots, p_{j_m})$ is the Euclidean distance between two vectors of parameters. The distance between two gate groups can be viewed as an estimate of the impact on the circuit area and performance when the gate groups are merged. Since two gate groups to be merged should have a large freedom and a small impact on the area and performance, the basic criteria of choosing them is that (1) the distance between the gate groups is small and (2) at least one of the slacks of the gate groups is large. 

As mentioned above, step (c) is the most important step in the proposed procedure. To accurately analyze the slacks of gate groups, the proposed method performs total slack maximization under the given performance constraints:

$$\text{maximize } S(p)$$
$$\text{subject to }$$
$$A(p) \leq A_{\text{max}}$$
$$AT_i \leq AT_{\text{max}} \ (i = 1, \ldots, o)$$
$$p_{ik} = p_{jk} \ (k = 1, \ldots, m, \ g_i \in \Gamma_i, \ g_j \in \Gamma_j, \ \Gamma_i \in G/\sim)$$

where $S(p)$ is the sum of the slacks of the wires. In the last constraint in (4), the gates in each gate group are forced to have the same set of parameters. Thus, the different cell count remains the same during the total slack maximization. A pseudocode for the hill-climbing heuristic is presented in Procedure 1.

Procedure 1 Different Cell Count Minimization
1: repeat
2: Maximize total slack under performance constraints
3: for all gate group $\Gamma_i$ in descending order of slack do
4: $H \leftarrow k$-nearest neighbor compatible gate groups of $\Gamma_i$
5: for all $\Gamma_j \in H$ in ascending order of the distance do
6: Merge two gate groups $\Gamma_i$ and $\Gamma_j$
7: (Locally) maximize total slack under performance constraints
8: if constraints are satisfied then
9: break
10: else
11: Undo Step 6 and 7
12: end if
13: end for
14: end for
15: until no further change can be made

### 4 Experimental Results

First, we constructed a continuously-sized cell library consisting of 24 typical logic types. The cells were characterized for the posynomial cell model described in Section 2.1 using an industrial 90nm technology. Cell delays and slams were simulated using a prelayout cell characteristic estimator [8]. Then, we fitted the data to a posynomial function and obtained the coefficients and exponents. Overall, the average fitting error was about 1.06% and the standard deviation was 1.19%. For cell areas, the average fitting and the standard deviation were both less than 0.01%. For input loads, the average fitting and the standard deviation were 0.23% and 0.19%, respectively.

Next, we implemented the optimal continuous transistor sizing algorithm explained in Section 2.2 and the performance-constrained cell minimization algorithm proposed in Section 3.2. To solve the nonlinear problems, a state-of-the-art nonlinear optimizer IPOPT [9] is used. We then applied them to 10 circuits from the ISCAS 85 benchmark circuits. The benchmark circuits were first synthesized for optimal delay using a discretely-sized cell library in the same 90nm technology. After replacing the cells with the continuously-sized cells, delay-optimal circuits were obtained by performing an unconstrained optimal-delay sizing followed by an optimal-area sizing under the optimal delay constraint. Then, we applied the proposed different cell count minimization method to the delay-optimal circuits as follows. The different cell count of each circuit is minimized with accepting 1% degradation of optimal delay and keeping the area, i.e., under the constraints of the maximum path delay of $(D_{\text{opt}} \times 1.01)$ and the maximum area of $A_{\text{opt}}$, where $D_{\text{opt}}$ and $A_{\text{opt}}$ are the maximum path delay and the area of a delay-optimal circuit, respectively.

Table 1 compares the different cell counts of the delay-optimal circuits and the circuits after the different cell count
minimization. In the table, the second column shows the number of logic types used in the circuit. Note that the number of logic types is the lower bound on the different cell count. The last column shows the different cell count reduction rate calculated by \((N_{opt} - N_{1\%})/N_{opt} * 100\) where \(N_{opt}\) and \(N_{1\%}\) are the different cell counts of the delay-optimal circuit and the circuit after the different cell count minimization, respectively. The results demonstrate that the different cell counts could be reduced by 74.3\% on average with accepting 1\% degradation which is almost equivalent to the delay model error. Figure 4 (a) presents a tradeoff curve between the maximum path delay and the different cell count on C499. The results were obtained by increasing the maximum path delay constraint from \(D_{opt}\) and keeping the area constraint the same. An important observation from these results is that the different cell count can be reduced dramatically with accepting very little delay degradation. Figure 4 (b) show the cell size distributions of 2-input NOR gates in a circuit C499 after delay-optimal sizing and after different cell count minimization with accepting 1\% degradation of optimal delay, respectively. In the figures, a circle indicates the number of instances of the cell is 1, a triangle indicates between 2 and 10, and a square indicates more than 10.

5 Conclusions

This paper addressed a performance-constrained different cell count minimization problem for continuously-sized circuits. After providing a formal formulation of the problem, we proposed an effective heuristic for the problem. As far as the authors know, this is the first attempt to address the different cell count minimization problem. The experimental results on a benchmark suite demonstrated its effectiveness. We expect that the presented solution will be successfully used to achieve a practical realization of continuous sizing in the standard cell based design flow.
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